
Mission Working Group
Minutes of Meeting

12 June 2017

Present: Marc Baker, Richard Card, Peter Auger, Hilary Rowe.

1. The meeting opened in prayer.

2. Brief recap of previous year with emphasis on our hoping to develop meaningful 
“partnership” with our mission partners.

3. Dave Cummins. Marc reported that Dave was unhappy about arrangements for the 
June 4 service and the support he receives from the church. We will need to identify the 
needs Dave has and discuss the part we play in meeting these needs.PA to make 
contact with DC

4. It was decided that the monies from Kea School fete allocated to the church would be 
given to Compassion UK.

5. Allocation of Mission Giving 2016 and 2017.
    We have 19,179 pounds to allocate. 
     Christian Associates   5000
     Mercy Rescue Trust   5000
     Foodbank                   2000
     UCCF                         2000
     Churches Together      300

We have 5000 left to allocate which may be required to help MB travel to Africa and/or 
Madrid to visit mission partners. 

6. Hilary Rowe reported on Mountainview church and the fact that the Wallaces have had 
a very difficult and painful return to the church from their sabbatical. HR has been in 
touch with them.  MB said that he would Skype and PA suggested that it would be good 
to visit.

7. Names of two new possible members of the group discussed. These will be brought to 
the PCC for approval if they agree to join the group.HR to speak to them to discuss the 
role and ask if they would be willing to join us.

8. Ministry and Calling. PA commented that when people are involved in small groups it is 
easier to identify gifting including those with a heart for mission. HR to advertise 
forthcoming vocations day 8 July in the Cathedral.

   MB had to leave at this point.

9. Review of Prayer and Feedback sessions for Mission Partners.

 Neither RC or PA were aware that these sessions were regularly programmed into our 
services. They neither felt that we mentioned our MPs regularly nor that we didn´t mention 
them on a regular basis. There was a discussion about methods of communication 
including pamphlets, the fact that nobody looks at notice boards these days. RC 



commented that the way forward  for the church in many areas of communication would be 
to have a Touch Screen Monitor. PA commented that in the meantime we could have some 
interesting facts relating to the MPs on the big screen before and after the services. HR to 
research facts for MVC, PA for MRT and RC for FB.

10. HR to investigate giving opportunity towards child refugees linked with Sunday Club 
and the Harvest Giving Opportunity.

The meeting ended in prayer. 


